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In his book "The Myth of the Rational Voter," Caplan argues that people who know little about our government ought to stay home on Election Day. But aren't Americans always told it's their civic ...
Maybe It's Your Civic Duty Not to Vote
The word privatization has always aroused controversy within the polity of this country. It has regularly been the target of ...
Privatisation: Myth and reality
But rational? Yes, because rational doesn ... A popular explanation is that the far-right is peddling myths and that voters are duped. That may be part of it but it is seriously incomplete.
Salvini, rational bigot - Ranier Fsadni
People are rational creatures and rightly ... by one of the two major parties. If a voter has no choice, why should they bother to vote? • Myth No. 2: If we could only elect more of us and ...
Time to break the two-party system
In order to have a rational discussion about the economy, government programs, and the level of government spending, voters need to have a better idea of what the deficit actually is.
Why don't Americans realize the deficit is falling?
As such, they’ve increasingly designed political strategies around the idea that if they get enough voters to the polls — especially ... are based to some degree on a myth. There’s little evidence ...
Democrats and Republicans agree that high turnout hurts the GOP. But what if they're wrong?
From Les O’Dell at the Southern Illinoisan … “There’s a long-standing myth in Illinois that downstate taxes are going to Chicago and supporting Chicago and that is just not true,” [political scientist ...
Researcher: A separate state made from Downstate would be “by far, the poorest state in the country”
Within rational choice theories of legislatures ... Despite some scholarly... CHAPTER 7 Myth and Reality of the Seventeenth Amendment CHAPTER 7 Myth and Reality of the Seventeenth Amendment (pp.
Electing the Senate: Indirect Democracy before the Seventeenth Amendment
Election Day, 2004: The Myth of Bush's Christian "Surge" First ... they all said that Bush/Cheney had been re-elected by America's "values voters." And they said it with a certain awe--as well they ...
Mark Crispin Miller: Why They Chose Sarah Palin
have begun spinning a new mythology that presents critical race ... They know that the racial theories invading schools aim “to displace rational analysis with passionate advocacy, to dragoon ...
Three media lies about critical race theory and other commentary
Thus, despite democratic elections, Members of the Knesset and those who become Cabinet ministers are not individually elected by and accountable to the voters ... books is "The Myth of Israeli ...
Israeli Democracy
Arizona Secretary of State Katie Hobbs (D) on Wednesday urged the state’s attorney general to investigate “potential violations of Arizona’s election laws” after public records showed a pressure ...
AZ SOS Wants Probe After Records Show 2020 Pressure Campaign From GOP, Trump, Allies
"I've called for at least a rational discussion as to what our country can do to take the profit out of that." A new Zogby poll found 52% voter support ... use or abuse. The myth that using ...
Marijuana Prohibition Versus Regulation - And Response (2)
The performance pokes fun at age-old anti-gay myths: that gay men are child molesters ... "But if you're a rational person, you realize, 'Oh this is a satirical song that’s being turned on ...
San Francisco Gay Men's Chorus soloists 'received death threats' after satirical song is misunderstood
No longer was “dialectic” used to describe the discrete practice of rational discussion ... to adopt the most provocative position has led him to conclude French voters have no reason to prefer the ...
In Defense of Slavoj i ek
Voters can continue to support the irrational, flip-flopping tirades of the current president, or force a return to a sense of law and procedure, backed by rational ... and myths about the ...
Mary Sanchez: Supreme Court ruling merely stalls Trump’s desire to end DACA
The performance pokes fun at age-old anti-gay myths: that gay men are child molesters and that ... and this country is more divided than it ever has been," says Verdugo. "But if you're a rational ...
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